Changes to Metro Standards Induction Quiz for all Signals, Control Systems, Communications and Signals Project Roles as of 1st August 2018

The purpose of this Bulletin is to inform all Third Party Rail Safety Workers (RSW) of the mandatory changes when undertaking new competency assessments, or updating expired competency assessments related to the Roles within the Signals, Control Systems, Communications, Signals Project Manager, Signal Project Engineering and Rail Systems.

The change relates to the Metro standards induction that form part of the mandatory assessment components for the listed Roles.

Previous VRIOGS standards inductions will not be accepted as of the 31st July and the new Metro induction is mandatory for use by all RSW and assessors from 1st August 2018.

This change relates to the retirement of the VRIOGS standards and the replacement of these with Metro standards.

The Metro induction quiz is available from all Metro endorsed signal assessors as of the 1st August 2018. The Metro induction can also be obtained from competencies@metrotrains.com.au

Q. If I am being reassessed for my signal or communications/rail systems competency and I have previously had my VRIOGS signal standards induction completed and uploaded into Onsite, do I need to undertake the new Metro Standards Induction?

A. Yes, this is mandatory as from the 1st August 2018. As of that date the new Metro standards induction is the only version that will be accepted for new assessments, and for those RSW being reassessed for Metro competency.

Please direct enquiries to: competencies@metrotrains.com.au

Rail Safety Worker Competency Website www.metrotrains.com.au/academy